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Farmers, consumers, and that “wall of worry.” 
  

One of the oldest investment sayings is, “The market climbs a wall of worry.”  It’s a good, wise saying . . . 
but like most in that category, we can only take it so far, in our never-ending quest for an investment 
edge.  The trouble is, when bullish investors (like Outlook) look at “the market,” we think the “wall of 
worry” is right in front of our noses—that it’s perfectly obvious the general climate of opinion is laden 
with anxiety or downright terrified.  But when the bears look at the same picture, they always seem to 
think the current investment world is so wildly optimistic that it’s lost touch with reality.  
  
So this afternoon we’ll set aside the market, and whether that wall of worry actually exists, and instead 
ask about the U.S. economy itself.  Since the terrible recession of 2008 – 2009, it’s pretty hard to deny 
that the climate of opinion for 9 solid years has been “worried.”  We’d bet more than our pocket change 
that no economist, analyst, politician, or pundit of any kind ever came remotely close to 
predicting the length and steady strength of this very long economic expansion, nor the astonishingly low 
levels it has reached in such measurements as unemployment.  Such progress simply seemed “out of this 
world” back in 2009.  Not only did none of the expert class predict the kind of strength we’ve actually seen 
(though Brian Wesbury certainly got general idea right), but every passing year has featured a clamor of 
voices warning that the U.S. economy must surely be teetering on the edge of the cliff, finally, and would 
likely be plunging into the abyss any time.  
  
Let’s glance a one of those small-but-interesting corners of the Big Economic Picture. 
  

 
This chart, courtesy of John Deere last week, looks at almost 50 years of history on the financial condition 
of the U.S. farm sector.  The green and gray lines are the farm sector’s debt ratios.  Pretty low, aren’t 



they?  When it comes to the danger of too much debt—which is a genuine killer of farms, businesses or 
consumers—the only possible remark to make is that the farm sector is in exceptionally good shape. 
  
Courtesy of economist Scott Grannis, here’s the same kind of look at the U.S. consumer sector. 
  

 
  

Farms are a small corner of the Big Picture these days.  The consumer sector, though, is very big 
indeed.  Notice the purple bars along the bottom of the chart, which show the total amount of household 
debt, flat-to-down since 2007.  Debt as a percent of net worth, of course, is at the lowest (and strongest) 
levels in 20 years, or possibly much more.  
  
So there is one small corner of the picture, and a much bigger one.  Both make an emphatic statement 
about the financial strength of the U.S. economy:  it’s exceptionally good, by any historical standards.  A 
few days ago Outlook made a comment about the art of investing “safely” for big returns:  hold financially 
strong companies which are fixing some problem, because the market always doubts them and degrades 
their stock values to a startling degree.  That financial strength foundation is the base on which everything 
good is built, and the reason determined CEO’s so often succeed in fixing the serious problems which 
appall the market.  The same rule applies to the U.S. economy, which happens to be the foundation on 
which virtually all our companies are building their futures.  There has been, and still is an economic “wall 
of worry.”  It is mistaken.  The economy is something more like a “tower of strength,” . . . a good thing to 
bear in mind as we hear the constant worriers predicting decay or collapse around the corner. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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